JOB CALL
Two post-doc posts in an NCN research project (SONATA BIS 5 funding program)
Philosophy and Theology of Stephen Langton († 1228) at the Beginning of the
University Teaching in Paris. Critical Edition of Quaestiones theologiae (Books II-V)
and a Comprehensive Study of his Thought.
Institution: Faculty of Philosophy and Sociology, University of Warsaw
Principal investigator: dr Magdalena Bieniak-Nowak
Project duration: 2016-2021
URL: http://www.uw.edu.pl/praca-na-uw/pracownicy-akademiccy/
Key words: Critical editions, Stephen Langton, Medieval Philosophy, Medieval Theology
Project description:
The aim of the project is a complete critical edition Stephen Langton’s († 1228) Quaestiones
and a comprehensive study of his intellectual heritage. The edited texts will be compared to
other speculative works of the turn of the century, in particular to William of Auxerre’s
Summa aurea, in order to offer a thorough, comparative analysis of their contents and to
evaluate their sources and influence.
Requirements:
1) PhD in Philosophy obtained no earlier than seven years before the opening date of the
call (“By the position of post-doc position should be understood full-time work
planned by the head project for a person beginning a career in research, which
obtained a doctorate no earlier than seven years before the year of employment in the
project. For this period does not include the maternity leave terms of maternity leave,
additional maternity leave, additional leave under the conditions maternity leave,
paternity leave, parental leave and parental leave granted terms of the provisions of the
Labour Code or sickness benefit or benefits rehabilitation in relation to disability,
including that caused disease requiring rehabilitation and treatment”);
2) Excellent Latin and Latin Paleography;
3) Experience in preparing critical editions based on manuscripts;
4) Authorship of publications in the area of Medieval Philosophy and acquaintance with
basic queries of the medieval theology;
5) Excellent English (with a certificate);
6) Competence in other foreign languages will be an asset;
7) Familiarity with medieval logic and speculative grammar will be an asset.
8) No other NCN funds can be obtained throughout the project.
Tasks and responsibilities:
Critical edition of at least 12 Langton’s questions per year (according to Quinto’s Catalogue),
including:
- preliminary examine of the manuscript witnesses, transcription, collatio, preparing
critical apparatus and stemma codicum for each question;
- comparing different versions of the same questions and determining their origin;
- locating the explicit and implicit sources used by Stephen Langton and comparing the
edited Quaestiones with corresponding passages of Langton’s Summa and Sentences’
Commentary.
- describing the doctrinal contents of the edited questions.

Opening date: 16 March 2018
Deadline: 16 April 2018
Posts: Post-doc – two posts for 35 months
Discipline: Philosophy
The candidates should present the following documents:
1) Cover letter (with name and surname, e-mail address, telephone number) addressed to
prof. dr hab. Andrzej Tarlecki, vice-rector of the University of Warsaw and with note:
I hereby give consent for my personal data to be processed for the purposes of
recruitment, in accordance with the Personal Data Protection Act dated 29th August
1997 (Journal of Laws of the Republic of Poland 2016, item 922)”;
2) CV including publications list, prizes, research grants, research experience, research
stays and conferences;
3) Pdf copies of three selected publications relevant to the project;
4) A copy of the PhD certificate and English language certificate.
The application and complete documents should be sent to:
Biuro Dziekana Wydziału Filozofii i Socjologii UW
ul. Nowy Świat 69
00-927 Warszawa, Poland
(pokój nr 170, III piętro)
and in an electronic form:
dziekanat.wfis@uw.edu.pl

The selected candidates might be invited to an interview.
The final results will be sent by e-mail.
The entire procedure will be concluded before: 24 May 2018.
Attention! Only complete applications which fulfill the formal requirements will be
processed.
This selection is the first step in the procedure of employing an academic teacher defined in
the Statute of UW (§ 88-91a, § 93-94). Its positive result will be a base for consecutive steps.
Information clause
1. Your personal data is administered by the University of Warsaw (the Controller), with the
headquarters in Warsaw at Krakowskie Przedmieście 26/28;
2. Your personal data will be processed for the purpose of the selection;
3. The provision of personal data is voluntary yet necessary for the achievement of the purposes for
which they have been collected;
4. The personal data provided will not be made available to external entities, except for the cases
provided for by law;
5. You have the right to access your personal data as well as the right to correct and delete data and
withdraw your consent for processing at any time.

Attention! The university does not provide accommodation.
The Dean of the Faculty of Philosophy and Sociology UW

